Here are 30 statements expressing different situations with four reactions. Read each one thoroughly and put a tick mark on that one of the four reactions which you will prefer to do if you are actually put in that situation. Please remember you are not expected to select which one is good or bad. Your opinion will be kept confidential.

1. An important topic is being taught in your class, suddenly a class fellow gets seriously ill and you know that if you miss the class, you may loose a lot.

   (a) You will leave your class and devote yourself for his/her treatment immediately. ..........................( )
   (b) You will take him/her to sickroom and attend your class. .........................................................( )
   (c) Leave it to them who are willing to help and ask your teacher for their return. ............................( )
   (d) Leave the matter to those who are willing to help and continue your class without them. ........( )

2. You are to work in pairs in your laboratory but your partner is so slow that you are lagging much behind.

   (a) You will work harder and take more load to rectify and improve the overall situation. ....................( )
   (b) You will help and encourage your partner to work more and meet up the deficiency. .....................( )
   (c) Insist your friend to improve his work and speed up his performance. ........................................( )
   (d) Disgusted and dissatisfied, you will try to find a better partner. .............................................( )

3. You are going by bus to attend a function at School (Rabinara Jayanti). An unknown copassenger falls from the bus and gets seriously injured.
(a) Assuming that other passenger will take care, you will look for another bus to attend your function. ... ... ... ( )

(b) Wait till someone takes charge and then take another bus to attend the function. ... ... ... ( )

(c) You will arrange for first-aid for the injured passenger and then only take another bus to attend the function. ... ... ... ( )

(d) You will make complete arrangement for his treatment and only after that you will proceed. ... ... ... ( )

4. In a Table Tennis Tournament, you are loosing point and are almost going to loose your match due to your partner's repeated mistakes.

   (a) You will continuously encourage your friend to gain confidence and play better. ... ... ... ( )

   (b) You will try to win by improving your own performance. ... ... ... ( )

   (c) Realizing that you are not going to win with this partner, you will complete your game casually and admit your defeat. ... ... ... ( )

   (d) Declaring it no use playing with such an incompetent partner, you will give up. ... ... ... ( )

5. Following a misunderstanding, your teacher is putting the blame on one of your class fellows but you know that someone else is responsible.

   (a) You will be least bothered about the matter. ... ... ... ( )

   (b) You will feel improper but will keep the matter to yourself. ... ... ... ( )

   (c) You will discuss it with others and bring it to the notice of your teacher. ... ... ... ( )

   (d) Politely you will tell your teacher about his mistake. ... ... ... ( )

6. Following the sudden demise of your friend's father, he is unable to arrange for the examination fee.

   (a) You will help from your piggy bank. ... ... ... ( )

   (b) You will tell your friends and arrange for the money. ... ... ... ( )

Contd.....
(c) You will make arrangement for collecting contribution from School so that some money can be arranged for the needy boy. 

(d) You will make arrangement and set up a fund from School contribution for such needy boy.

7. At around 10 P.M. you heard of some minor mishap in the kitchen in the neighbour's flat and you were watching the climax of your favourite T.V. show.

(a) If not asked, you will continue with your T.V. show

(b) You will immediately leave your T.V. programme and enquire whether any help is needed.

(c) You will ask someone else to go and enquire.

(d) You will go but only after the completion of your favourite T.V. programme.

8. After enjoying in a picnic, you are returning home very tired in a bus. A student of a lower class besides you, is dozing and repeatedly falling on your shoulder.

(a) You will wake him so that he doesn't doze anymore.

(b) You will take the pain to shift a bit and make room for the boy to sleep comfortably.

(c) Gently and repeatedly wake him up so that he doesn't fall and gets hurt.

(d) Despite your inconvenience you will allow him to rest on your shoulder.

9. After a Puja (festival) marketing, you are returning home tired in a crowded bus, a timid village copassenger is asking you in each stoppage whether he has reached his destination.

(a) You will assure him each time and will tell him that you will make him get down in the right stoppage.

(b) You will tell him not to disturb you repeatedly and will assure him that you will make him get down at the right stoppage.

(c) You will ask the conductor to make him get down at the right stoppage.
(d) You will ask the copassenger to take help of the conductor all by himself. ...

10. You had planned to bunk your class to attend a club function but now you have come to know that a topic important for your examination will be discussed in that particular class.

(a) After knowing this new situation, you will straight away attend your class. ...

(b) You will go to your class, but you will wait for your friends. ...

(c) As you have given your words, you will not attend class, despite knowing well that you are going to suffer. ...

(d) You will request your class fellow not to discuss the particular topic in that class. ...

11. You found black smoke billowing out from your neighbour's bedroom suddenly, but the neighbour has come recently and is not yet introduced to you.

(a) Inspite of being not introduced, you will immediately rush for help. ...

(b) You will find someone who knows them and then go for help. ...

(c) You will go for help only if someone asks you. ...

(d) You will not go for help unless requested. ...

12. A friend of yours informs you that some questions important for the examination will be discussed in the Bengali class tomorrow.

(a) You will inform about the matter to as many class friends as you can. ...

(b) You will only inform your close friends. ...

(c) You will give the gist of the discussion only if asked for. ...

(d) You will keep the gist to yourself only for your own benefit. ...

Contd....
13. The Circus in the town is having the last show today. You have planned to visit it with your friend. The time is up. The bus is coming but your friend has not yet arrived at the bus stop.

(a) You will board the bus. ...........................................
(b) You will leave that bus and wait till the next bus comes. ...........................................
(c) You will decide that you will not go if your friend doesn't turn up. ...........................................
(d) You will give up the plan of visiting the Circus and instead will go to enquire about what has happened to your friend. ...........................................

14. A group of five take tuition from a teacher; one of you have failed to understand an easy problem which has been explained twice by your teacher and you are loosing your time.

(a) Ask him to solve his problem later by himself. ...........................................
(b) Tell him that you will make him understand it later. ...........................................
(c) Inspite of loosing time, let him have the last chance to understand it. ...........................................
(d) Wait patiently till he understands the problem. ...........................................

15. You need the help of your father to solve a riddle in your class tomorrow but he has returned tired and exhausted from work and have to leave home very early.

(a) You will ask for his help after he has taken rest for a while. ...........................................
(b) You will wake him up very early next day and take his help. ...........................................
(c) You will take your father's help only if you get a chance. ...........................................
(d) You will not disturb your father but try to find the solution by yourself. ...........................................

16. Unknowingly, your teacher has told you which sum will be given to solve in your test.

Contd.....
(a) You will let your teacher know and tell him not to keep that particular sum in the test. ... ... ... ( )
(b) You will keep it to yourself for your own benefit. ... ... ... ( )
(c) You will disclose the matter to the whole class. ... ... ... ( )
(d) You will disclose it to only your close friends. ... ... ... ( )

17. In a competitive examination, two examinees are helping each other unaware of the fact that the invigilator is right behind them and if caught will be disqualified in the examination.

(a) You will carry on with your own answer paper and will not be bothered about them ... ... ... ( )
(b) You will let them know that the invigilator is just behind them. ... ... ... ( )
(c) You will tell someone to let them know that the invigilator is just behind them. ... ... ... ( )
(d) You will tell the invigilator directly. ... ... ... ( )

18. A literacy campaign is being conducted by your school. You will prefer that sort of work that demands —

(a) More time and labour but can be done single-handed and in papers mainly. ... ... ... ( )
(b) A lot of time and persuasion. ... ... ... ( )
(c) A lot of door to door work. ... ... ... ( )
(d) Requires to go and stay at remote village. ... ... ... ( )

19. Six of you are returning home, suddenly you found a ten rupee note lying in front of you.

(a) Pick it up secretly and use it for yourself. ... ... ... ( )
(b) Six of you will spend it among yourself. ... ... ... ( )
(c) Donate it in the fund for buying a basketball in your class. ... ... ... ( )
(d) Donate it in the flood relief fund of your locality... ... ... ( )

Contd.....
20. In the last show of a famous movie, you want to buy five tickets for five of you and only two tickets are available for sale in the counter.

(a) You will buy one ticket and enjoy the movie by yourself

(b) You will buy both the tickets and will take that friend whom you like best.

(c) You will buy two tickets and giving them to your friends, you will let them decide who will go.

(d) You will not buy any ticket, and give up the chance of seeing the movie.

21. You have procured a very valuable class note from your senior.

(a) You will take full benefit of it yourself.

(b) You will disclose it only if someone comes to know about it.

(c) You will allow only your dear friends to have that note.

(d) You will make arrangement for the whole class to utilise the note.

22. You have been selected in both the dramas in the cultural programme of your locality but a number of other willing candidates have not got a chance.

(a) You will take part in both of them.

(b) You will take the one of your choice and leave the other.

(c) You will leave one, only if requested.

(d) You will let the director consider others and do accordingly.

23. You have got a seat after a long wait in a crowded bus, and now you found a physically handicapped person standing on the other end, while two passengers are occupying the seat reserved for physically handicapped.

(a) You will leave your seat immediately and let him take your seat.

(b) You will leave your seat only if he comes in front of you.

Contd....
(c) You will request the copassengers occupying the physically handicapped persons seats, to let him seat. ... ... ... ( )

(d) You will show him the seat reserved for the physically handicapped and occupied by normal copassengers. ... ... ... ( )

24. Your friend has lost a costly book borrowed by you from your school library.

(a) You will pay for the penalty. ... ... ... ( )

(b) You will bear the penalty but will let all the others know that your friend has lost it. ... ... ... ( )

(c) You will ask your friend to bear half of the penalty. ... ... ... ( )

(d) You will ask him to bear the full penalty ... ... ... ( )

25. The "Duster" of your classroom is missing.

(a) You won't be bothered of such trivial matter. ... ... ... ( )

(b) You will say "Yes" to whatever your friend decides. ... ... ... ( )

(c) You will arrange for contribution from all and buy a new "duster". ... ... ... ( )

(d) You will make necessary arrangement for having a new "duster" from school storeroom. ... ... ... ( )

26. Your midterm examination starts tomorrow. Today your friend's father has passed away.

(a) You will go once and convey your condolence and sympathy for your friend. ... ... ... ( )

(b) You will go and help as and if asked for. ... ... ... ( )

(c) You will help as far as you can. ... ... ... ( )

(d) You will stay for his help till the end. ... ... ... ( )

27. The naughty toddler of next door neighbour has broken your beautiful vase.

(a) You will not mind at all and clear up the mess quickly. ... ... ... ( )

(b) You will scold the toddler. Send him home and clear up the mess. ... ... ... ( )

Contd.....
28. A needy but studious costudent is seeking admission for a coaching class for preparation for an examination which gives scholarship but he is having financial problem in getting admitted to it.

(a) You will help him with your study material. ... ... ... ( )
(b) You will bear all the expenses and take him to the coaching class. ... ... ... ( )
(c) Ask your friends to contribute and meet his financial need. ... ... ... ( )
(d) Do not disclose to him about your coaching class. ... ... ... ( )

29. You have donated blood in your local blood donation camp and may receive a card which in exchange may allow you to have a bottle of blood in future.

(a) You will keep the card for yourself for your own future need. ... ... ... ( )
(b) You will give up the card to your school. ... ... ... ( )
(c) Keep it with you for your close friends. ... ... ... ( )
(d) You will not take the card at all. ... ... ... ( )

30. On your way home, you are almost in a deluge and you find an unknown old man on the other side of main road, waiting for help as he is unable to cross the road. If you go for help, you may get drenched.

(a) You will try to help him to cross the road as quickly as possible. ... ... ... ( )
(b) You will help him to cross the road in his own way... ... ... ( )
(c) Tell the old man to wait and send your friend for an umbrella. ... ... ... ( )
(d) You will not be bothered about it. ... ... ... ( )